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As a career food service and hospitality worker, I’m always more than
happy to answer customer questions about the foods they are interested
in buying.  Most questions are related to meat and fish products, and that
seems natural. If you were raised (like I was) on tuna casserole, sloppy
joes and pork chops, the variety of products is something to be learned
over a lifetime. I’ve learned to smile and politely answer most inquires
(“What is veal?” “Brown sugar is better for me than regular, right?” “How is
Diet Coke different than Coke Zero?” and my personal favorite “What kind
of turtle is red snapper? Does it still have it’s snappers?”). There is a
growing trend toward cashing in on the lack of food awareness in this
country, and shoppers are paying for it. The groceries may be getting

cheaper, but so is the quality. This morning, Lyndsey Layton published a story in the Washington
Post about food fakery (Layton, FDA Pressured To Combat Rising ‘Food Fraud,’ Washington
Post, 3/30/10).

I’m guilty of uninformed shopping recently and am often no better some days than someone running
through the supermarket throwing items into my cart. When I gave up processed sugar products, I
tried to substitute a little honey into foods. I got a sweet deal on an economy sized container of pure
bee juice, only to find out the product was full of High Fructose Corn Syrup. This is one of the
hazards of modern shopping. The corn industry would like you to know that there is nothing wrong
with HFCS, but in the end it’s a cheap sweetener that doesn’t have a place in many of the foods
containing it. Label reading and food education are the best ways to be a better informed shopper.
Here are some of the things that I’m doing in my cooking life at home.

→→Read Everything. When you pick up a new product, check the back of the package.
Fraudulent companies will mislead, but for the most part everything you need to
know is in the ingredient list. Go beyond the label and arm yourself with the
knowledge of how your foods are processed. Start with the classic, Harold
McGee’s 1984 book On Food and Cooking. For less than $15 a revised edition
of the famous Food Lover’s Companion (Sharon and Ron Herbst) can be
obtained and will help greatly.

→→Know Your Cuts of Meat. The old Late Show gag is actually instructive. Find
out the difference between a brisket and a butt and you’ll never have a bad
barbecue again. Search for a chart with the primal and sub meat cuts online and

then ask questions of those people in white behind the meat counter. That’s
part of what they get paid for.  The same goes for poultry and a fish. A
chicken is never just a chicken (but a hen, a fryer or a roaster). You wouldn’t
believe what your shrimp and tilapia have been living on. Read, ask,
investigate.

→→You Get What You Pay For. The success of many supermarket
chains rests on those foods sold in the middle of the store. They’re cheaper,
more plentiful and nutritionally suspect. Wheat crackers and breads are

made with HFCS, molasses and white flour. The potato chips boasting of being potatoes, salt and
sunflower oil are still not great for weight control and digestive health. There is
absolutely nothing natural about 7-Up. A box of Banquet fried chicken keels
may be comfort food, but for the same price quality fresh vegetables and
seafood products can be  obtained. Eat what you like, but like what you eat.
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